Abstract-This document explains and demonstrates how to manage the change of the people in portfolios management with quantitative data references to achieve the main idea of multi projects management of overall profits increase within acceptable risks. (Abstract) 
INTRODUCTION
While we manage our company or department, we need to balance the projects in order to get the best rewards and control the risks. We want to get the best use of our resource especially human resource, and when we need to change them we need to considerate many factors by our experiences, there are a lot of issues occur by only use our brain and we need some better quantitative references from the bottom to help with our decision-making.
The portfolio management is a methodology to find an appropriate balance with the profit and risks. It is no doubt that we can't set up the project with high risk and low profit. That means there is a threshold with risks and incomes. So the problem has turned into a question with risk and income limitation how to get a max profit within limit human resources, or if the profits are equivalent which risk is lower. Basic Equations: Acceptable profit limit per project = Threshold_ profit according to your company (1) Acceptable risk limit per project = Threshold_ risk according to your company 
F (balance) = Max (Total Profit) or Min (Total Risk while Profits are equivalent) (7) Steps: To realize this aim we need to complete the following processes step by step. 1. Set up an acceptable risk and profit threshold. 2. Get the information of employee's abilities. 3. Estimate and take strategy income into account of the project profit.
4. Analysis the software requirement scope reference use case point method. 5. Calculate the QCD base information and figure out the project risks considerate the quality, cost and delivery factors. 6. Work out the max profits within the risk threshold while we need change people resources. These definitions and processes will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
Conditions and Limitations:
We suppose that the plan of the projects had already made and some resources had been assigned to it and then there is a new project or new activity need a special human resource; The resource cycle is closed that the outsourcing human resources are not considered in this discussion.
NOTE: In order to make the expression understood easily, we use letter 'i' to express the project and use letter 'j' to express the factor or info inside the project.
II. SET UP THRESHOLD OF RISK AND PROFIT

A. Acceptable Profit Limit per Project:
It is the threshold for all the projects that if we can't get enough income we will not recommend to change the resources. And the lowest value is depending on the company's strategy as different company could accept different profit percentage of investment. As a general values we set it as 15%.
B. Acceptable Risk Limit per Project
It is the threshold for all the projects that if the project it self's total risk is too high we will give up the change of resources to keep the project with acceptable risk level. Like the profit, the acceptable risk is in depending with the company's tactics and we assume the risk exponent is not more than 5.The way to count the risk will be discuss below..
III. GET ALL EMPLOYEE'S ABILITY INFORMATION AND DEVICE'S INFORMATION
Ability Map:Before get the employee's ability information, we need to get an organizational ability map first which list the ability group, ability code, ability name, ability level, ability level descriptions, activity duration(common time spend on an activity) and rotate duration( the duration need to be added for the rotate). Like Table 1: Employee's Cost Information: Get all employees' cost information. Like Table 2 :
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Employee's Ability Information: Get all employees' ability information. Like Table 3 :
Get All Device's Information: Get all devices' cost information. Like Table 4 : 
IV. ESTIMATE STRATEGY INCOME
A company's permanently development has tightness relationship with the strategy plan to make sense from an overall business perspective. Put strategy factors into account of portfolio management will get a better influent with the real control. There are so many method and tools to set up a strategy which we will not discusses here, what we concerned is that how to make strategy affect the project management directly. The way is to count how much investment could we accept if we will not get any real income from this project and we still could continue with the project only because it is a critical part of the company's strategy? Other words, how much will we put into R&D for this strategy and how many percent could this project take for this strategy? This is the strategy income in fact. So we could simply turn strategy into a kind of income, for example 0 to 500,000 RMB.
V. ANALYSIS REQUIREMENT SCOPE
A. Requirement Scope A requirement is a need, expectation, or obligation. It can be stated or implied by an organization, its customers, or other interested partied. There are many typed of requirements. Some of these include quality requirements, customer requirements, management requirements, product requirements, and legal requirements [1] . The requirements consist of functional and non-functional requirements and the non-functional requirements include technical requirements and non-technical requirements. We just name non-technique requirements as environmental requirements.
Requirements = Functional requirements
+ Non-functional requirements (8) Non-function requirements = Technical requirements + Environmental requirements (9) Every requirement has its weight and durations which are useful in counting QCD and risk.
B. Functional Requirement
We can reference the method of Use Case Point partly to analysis the scope first. Draw down the use case diagram to get the outline of the system. Find out the actor and use case and identify the direct relation between them. 
D. Environmental Requirements Factor
The environmental requirement is a covert requirement which include related with the ability of people or organization and other environmental factors. The Environmental factor is listed below: Quality: In ISO9000, The quality of something can be determined by comparing a set of inherent characteristics with a set of requirements [7] . The degree of comparing is between the required level and the assigned level for every requirement 'j' is:
Quality (j) = Requirement weight (j) * [Assigned level (j) -Required level(j)] (10) Cost: Cost estimates can include labor, materials, equipment, and any other direct costs for project activities [8] . Here we do not count indirect costs and simply count the cost of every activity:
Cost(j) =Cost of Activities(j) (11) Delivery (Critical Path): Fill in the PDM's duration according to the activities type. And the duration of the activity is the assigned labor's level's duration come from Table 1: Use Case (j) = Use Case Weight(j) * Duration of Assigned Labor(j) (12) Technique (j) = Technique Weight(j) * Duration of Assigned Labor(j) (13) Environment (j if Labor) = Environment Weight(j) * Duration of Assigned Labor(j) (14) Environment (j if Device) = 0 (15) Record the activity, predecessor, duration, earliest start date information, like Table 7:   TABLE VII. ACTIVITY INFORMATION Get the critical path: For each activity, record the Early Start, Early Finish, Late Start, Late Finish and Slack info. From start node to finish node, fill in the early start and early finish info by compute the max early finish of the successor. From the finish nod to start node, fill in the late finish and late start info by compute the min late start info of the predecessor. Use late start minus early start to get the slack info. On critical path slack are all 0.There maybe more than one critical path in the project.
Find the gap between the longest duration and the deadline date duration. Adjust the resource and try the best to fill in the gap, and recount the above QCD info again. At last we can get the finally critical path duration.
Risk: According to ISO 31000, risk is the "effect of uncertainty on objectives", and an effect is a positive or negative deviation from what is expected. So, risk is the chance that there will be a positive or negative deviation from the objective you expects to achieve [10] . There are many factors could cause risk and we just simply consider the QCD risks here for these risk take the 80% affect.
Quality risk is the amount of every quality which is lower than 2:
Quality Risk (j) = if[Quality (j)<2, Quality (j),0] (16) Cost risk is the ORI miss-distance lower than the project profit limit:
(20) Delivery risk is the duration between the deadline date duration and the critical path duration:
Delivery
(21) Project risk is the summary of quality risks, cost risks and delivery risks:
Project Risk (i) = Quality Risks (i) + Cost Risks (i) + Delivery Risks (i) (22) If the project risk is higher than the acceptable risk limit per project, then it is not permitted. We must change the resource to get the risk down or just do not begin with this project.
And then we can get the total profit and total risk of our organization:
Total Profit = PP (1) + PP (2) +…+ PP (i) + …+ PP (m) = ∑PP (i) (23) Total Risk = PR (1) + PR (2) +…+ PR (i) + …+ PR (m) = ∑PR (i) (24) The total risks vary persistently for the risks will turn down with some activities accomplished and the risk will grow up with more new activities appear as time passing by.
VII. GET MAX PROFITS OR MIN RISKS
Get max profits or min risks is an extra-mum value problem. We could do some adjust to simplify the operation since choose the max profits with acceptable risk will cause a lot of calculate.
If there is a new task asking for a labor resource for specific time, we can traverse the spare resources first and calculate the profits with acceptable risks for this will get more profit than resource change obviously.
If there is no such suitable spare resource available (risk is too high for ability level not reach request), then we should traverse the equipped resource whose ability is higher than the spare resources from the lowest risk project on. And his job may be delayed if possible or be assigned to another human resource that is selected from the lowest risk project according to the rotate. (Restrict: only permit two layer's rotate or else the process will be nested and the usability and efficiency will be affected). Certainly we need to add rotate duration along with this change (list in Table 1 ). Via the step 3, 4, 5 we can get a set of total profit and risk data. Give the top five profit higher resource rotate result to the decision maker for reference.
However since there are still so many factors that we can't turn into numeric factors nowadays, so the result given from this way is not wholly proper for the management. We still need an expert to balance the other factors in reality. According to different company they still need to adjust some of the existing data of factors, weights and duration to fit their requirements. It is a continuous process to accumulate more project knowledge data to improve the objective portfolio management.
VIII. SUMMARY
Project management is an association of the science and a complex system engineer. Get the 20% main point of high profit and low risk is a key to successfully manage the portfolio. This process just simulates our thought to make the choice with the factor of strategy, requirement, quality, cost, delivery and risk. The quantitative analysis could support decision-maker with a better human resource changing and the final goal could be achieved in the status of dynamic balance.
